[Application of adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction V (ASIR-V) in contrast-enhanced abdominal scanning with low-dose for liver cirrhosis].
Objective: To investigate the application of adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction-V (ASIR-V) in contrast-enhanced abdominal CT scanning with low-dose for liver cirrhosis. Methods: From June 2017 to May 2018, a total of 112 liver cirrhosis patients who underwent contrast-enhanced abdominal CT scanning were collected prospectively as the study group. According to Child-Pugh grading of liver function, the study group was divided into A, B and C groups. Thirty examiners with normal liver function who underwent contrast-enhanced abdominal CT scanning no abdominal diseases were collected as the control group. The control group applied 0 pre-ASIR-V. The study group applied 30%, 40% and 50% pre-ASIR-V in plain scanning, arterial and portal vein phase, respectively. The control and study group both combined with 60% post-ASIR-V. The difference of qualitative parameters (contrast to noise ratio of the liver, pancreas, spleen, abdominal aorta and portal vein), image noise and radiation dose were compared by One-way ANOVA. Subjective score of images were compared by Kruskal-Wallis H test. Results: The volume computed tomography dose index (CTDI(vol)), dose length product (DLP) and the effective dose (ED) of study group were lower than the control group in the same phase (F=13.354-28.192, P<0.01). And the ED were decreased by 1.12 (23.9%), 1.54 (33.5%), 2.14 mSv (46.7%). The CNR values of liver and portal vein in Child C group was 0.34-0.42 and 0.43-0.49 lower than that of Child A and control group, respectively (q=2.851-4.658, P<0.05). Image noise had no difference in study and control group. There were no statistical differences between each group of subjective score in arterial and portal vein phase. The mean score of Child C in portal phase was lower than 3, which affected the diagnosis. And there were significant difference among the control, Child A and Child C group(Z=26.734-29.218, P<0.05). Conclusions: According to the classification of liver function, liver cirrhosis combined with ASIR-V can ensure the image quality while reduce the radiation dose. When liver function is Child-Pugh A or B, preset 50%ASIR-V is recommended; 40%ASIR-V is recommended for Child-Pugh C.